GRIC Application procedure – Through the application participant will apprehend the ideology and the conditions of GRIC membership, and come to question the possibilities of joining an alternative social economic political arrangement.
GRIC Dashboard – If the application procedure is completed successfully, GRIC members have direct access and influence on the governance of this financial alliance. Online members can log in to their personalized dashboard that allows direct action and participation in this radical democracy.
GRIC satellite flags – The GRIC alliance is represented through p2p satellite networks. The satellite takes over the rule of the flag, and since the governance is crowd-sourced the flags are in a state of flux.

GRIC Citizen news feed – Speed, global consciousness
GRIC poster series – Announcing Gric in public space, the posters represent both the information architecture as well as its financial architecture.
GRIC poster series – Announcing Gric in public space, the posters represent both the information architecture as well as its financial architecture.
GRIC multipass – Passport, social security, bank card, drivers licence in one. Digitally connected to the GRIC dash-board for updates.